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seemed to lengthen with horror, the small, deep-set black eyes
dilated with a fixed stare, as though she witnessed the har-
rowing scene, and the deep guttural tones, despite a slight
Jewish accent, awoke a nameless terror in the hearer,' carry-
ing him through the imaginary woe with a strange feeling of
reality, not to be shaken off as long as the sounds lasted- To
elicit thus the sympathetic attention of those who heard her
was much, but yet more was needed to satisfy a public ren-
dered fastidious by the remembrance of past excellence, and
the constant habit of seeing new candidates for its favors.
The voice might be tolerated, as time was expected to smooth
its discordant notes; but the public eye must also be satisfied;
and, until she attained nearly her full growth, Rachel's figure,
all acute angles, resembled that of a half-starved monkey.
The school was finally removed to the Salle Moli^re in,
April, 1835, and here the system of teaching was somewhat
changed. Theatricals were got up in which the pupils were
the actors, each paying from one to ten francs for the privi-
lege, according'to the importance of the part undertaken.
Sarah, who was supposed to be an especial favorite with the
head of the academy, had her own way in all things, and the
result was that her sister played any and every thing without
paying. In fact, she learned indiscriminately any part that
happened to be wanted, from one of the mutes that fill up the
background to the most important personages in tragedy or
comedy, without any reference to her peculiar disposition or
aptness for any one branch of her art—points utterly un-
heeded by the teacher at the time. This indifference seemed
justified by the insignificant appearance she then presented.
Time seemed to pass over without noticing the scraggy little
elf, who, at fourteen, hardly looked to be nine. During three
years she did not grow a line.
The following account of the first introduction of a well-
known feuilletonist to the tragedienne in embryo we borrow
from the Independence Beige. Speaking of the little theatre
where St Aulaire taught his pupils to appear with ease and
confidence before an audience, Mr. Yillemot says:
"It was here that, in 1885,1 saw for the first time her who
was to win such celebrity. One of my friends, a young man

